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Meeting called to resolve
Campus Safety dispute
By Janet Romaker
Newt Editor
Four Campus Safety officers have
filed petitions with the University
concerning the promotion procedures
of Campus Safety Director Dale F.
Shaffer.
Dr. Del Hilyard, executive assistant
to University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr . said yesterday he has
tentatively set a meeting for Monday
with all Campus Safety officers and
dispatchers to work out employee
dissatisfaction.
"I'm checking into the campus
officers in relation to communication
problems in the office." Dr Hilyard
said "1 see this as a matter of officer
morale."

Party
founder

"topi* complain oboul apathy-they want to 9*1 involved but they don't
want to ba laadars," laid Herynce Kennedy, tha concluding speaker for
Women's Wood. Konnady, tha director of tho Media Workshop of the
Consumer Information Service and co-author of the book "Abortion Rap,"
■poke to an enthusiastic crowd last night. (Newspheto by Joseph C. GKck)

SHAFFER said the grievance was
filed due to intradepartmental
promotions 1 made a promotion in
November 119731 and it all started
from there." he said "Those who are
doing the complaining thought they
were qualified for the position."
Promotions at Campus Safety are
based on standards set by Ohio's
Department of Personnel. Shalfer

Vote, dollar keys to liberation
By Marcla Shaner
Staff Reporter

sick with racism and sexism." she
said.

It will probably be a long time before
the University hosts a speaker as
dynamic as Florynce Kennedy.
The walls of the Math-Science
Building shook last night as she led the
audience in songs blasting President
Nixon, Watergate, racism and sexism
Kennedy, founder of the Feminist
Party and one of the original founders
of the National Organization for
Women (NOW), is touring college
campuses throughout what she termed
"the heartless heart of America." She
was a keynote speaker for the second
annual Women's Week sponsored by
Black Student Union.
"America's got heart trouble It's

"I USE 'SEXISM' and racism'
almost interchangeably. Nobody has a
monopoly on being oppressed," she
continued "The sooner we tackle both
these ills, the sooner we'll make some
headway."
Kennedy said groups struggling to
end oppression often fail to work
together. "The groups are sometimes
more suspicious of each other than
they are of the real enemies.
"We look at each other as rivals in
the spotlight of oppression instead of
allies in the struggle," she said.
"Liberation is a struggle that must
be incorporated into our everyday

More delay could hinder

lives. When we win' a civil rights bill,
or an abortion decision or the Equal
Rights Amendment, we want to sit
back and relax," she said "Bui we
must keep working
"WE WANT TO take it eisv. but we
still want to take it We have to use our
power." she urged
"We need to exercise our vote and
our dollar It doesn't matter how much
power you have in a lamp-until it's
plugged into that hole you've got
nothing," Kennedy said
The most vital weapons against
oppression are "the vote power, the
dollar power and the body power." she
added
Kennedy, a graduate of the Columbia
University School of Law. said
students must assume a powerful role
in fighting off oppression If you are
an oppressed person, always do what
they tell you you can't do." she said

"Only do what they urge you to as a
last resort "
SHE ADVISED women, when you
see a nursing department or education
department open its arms to you.
honey,duck!

Fore more than a year, committees
have been working to investigate the
possibility of and formulas for
establishing a College of
Communications.
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. said Wednesday he believes
the University is "now in the quarter
where we should decide to move or not
to move.
"If we wait until fall quarter, then it
will probably be put back in a corner
for a few years," he said.
An exploratory committee
established in January 1172. by Dr.
Moore concluded last May that a
communications college was not
feasible at the time.
DR. MOORE VOICED disappointment in that committee's report and a
second committee began working in
September 1973 to further explore the
need for a communications college.
That committee submitted proposals
for a college to Provost Kenneth Rothe
at the end of January 1974.
But there is still no answer to the
question of whether or not there will be
a communications college at the
University.
Dr. Moore said a major obstacle in
establishing a College of
Communications is that the college
would require some departments to
sever existing relationships with
established colleges and establish new
relationships.
"Since a University is not
completely apolitical, it is always hard
to merge two units," be said.
He added that establishing a
program college such as the College of
Health and Community Services was
easier than starting a communications
college because "we were not dealing
with existing departments as
L departments.

SOME OFFICERS believe they are
being discriminated against, he said,
but added that he doesn't see any rights
to those claims.

He added that it is standard
procedure to post notices of any
vacancies in University positions
"This is the usual procedure, but it was
vague about what to do when the
position open is within the department, "he said.

it's been a situation where
promotions were given to some and not
to others," Dr. Hilyard said. "There
had been an opening for a position that
had not been posted but that has all
been rectified "
He added that "it won't happen again
and the situation wasn't intended."
Dr Hilyard said there are no plans to
reorganize any section of Campus
Safety and the meeting scheduled for
Monday will be to "call attention to
both parties that they must alter their
behavior.
"I've had many complaints against
Dale Shaffer that say he is a bad boss.'
and I guess he should modify his
behavior so he can be a better boss."
he said.

A new policy was established so any
vacancies within Campus Safety are
now made fully visible to all,
Srhciicmi.ui said
After the new rule was set.
Srheuerman said he thought
' everything had ended
However, the officers then petitioned
Uie President's office where Dr.
Hilyard took the rase.
Dr. Hilyard said he has met with Dr.

EMPLOYEES at Campus Safety
also must change their behavior, he
added.
"Those who are unhappy are
unhappy partly due to themselves."
Dr. Hilyard said "I guess they need
counseling."
He added that he is just trying to
intercede to "give them a different
perspective "
The officers declined comment.

SCHEUERMAN SAID he then met
with the four officers who were "upset
that they didn't get the chance to
compete for the promotion since the
position's vacancy was not posted."

Rebels claim victory
in Portuguese land

Kennedy encouraged students to
examine the problems around their
campus. She cited off-campus housing,
racist and sexist faculty and staff,
bookstore rip-otfs and lack of on
campus housing for black fraternities
and sororities as major student
problems

LISBON. Portugal (AP) - Rebellious
soldiers pledging a return to
democracy and peace in Portugal's
African territories said they toppled
the government yesterday and
arrested Premier Marrello Caetano.
There was no immedate reaction
from the regime, which said earlier it
was still in power after the second try
in two months to dislodge it and dug in
for a long fight.

"You are not powerless against
these problems." she said "You can
fight off this kind of oppression."

"WE WERE DEALING with
programs barely big enough to be
called that," said Dr. Moore. "We did
not disrupt any organizatimns."
Defining communications and
deciding what should be included in the
college also has been a problem. Dr.
Moore said he believes the last
committee "got hung up on" deciding
whether the proposed college should be
limited to mass communications or
should include other communication
areas.

The arrest claim was made in a radio
oroadcast late in the afternoon and
reported from Geneva in a telephone
conversation with a Western diplomat
in Lisbon.
The broadcast said Caetano was
seized by army units that forced their
way into the Carmo barracks of the
National Republican Guard where he
fled with President Americo Thomaz.
WITNESSES SAID just prior to the
arrest, cashiered army general
Antonio Spinola appeared at the
barracks and a huge crowd cheered
him wildly and shouted. "Victory!"

Spinola. a hero of the 13-year-old war
in Africa and one of Portugal's most
popular soldiers, wrote a book in which
he said military victory would never be
won in Africa and the government
should seek a political solution,
possibly setting up a commonwealth
system with the territories of Angola.
Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea.
Spinola s views were supported by a
group of younger officers who banded
together and distributed an
underground paper in Lisbon urging
political freedom for the Portuguese in
Portugual as well as Spinola s views on
Africa.
On March 16 about 200 of the army
officers tried to enter Lisbon with an
armored column, but troops loyal to
Caetano turned them back, and they
were arrested.
The guard headquarters, on the
Largo do Carmo overlooking the center
of Lisbon, had been a government
command post. Another government
command post had been set up at the
Monsanto air base on a hill outside
Lisbon

Grope boycott colled off

"It looks as if there is a professional
area existing In the field of
communications that we have never
really defined," be said.
Dr. Moore also said the University
must try to "make it easier" for
students to see relationships between
existing fields of communications.

ByCurtHszlett
Staff Reporter
The nation-wide boycott by the
United Farm Workers (UFW) against
stores selling non-union grapes has
ended, bringing to a halt local protests
against the Great Scot food store on
Wooster Street.
The secondary boycott was stopped
because the AFL-CIO, with which
UFW is affiliated, asked that it end
before striking UFW members could
receive strike benefits.
Jay Fisher, senior (AM), a former
co-chairman of the campus chapter of
the Committee in Support of the United
Farm Workers, said yesterday UFW
members would continue distributing
leaflets here despite cessation of other
protests.

He said students who come to the
University
to
major
In
communications must first decide if
they want to write or talk and then
decide in which college to enroll. He
said the University should promote the
relationship
between
the
communications fields rather than
making that relationship more difficult
for students to detect.
DR. MOORE SAID his discussions
with persons who could be involved in a
communications college Indicate the
college is desired.
"They talk of it ■ a given' and then
talk about what kind," be said.
However, Dr. Moore said that investigating a college proposal "doesn't
mean it is inevitable to end up on a
positive this is what we need.'"
He said he would consider the delay
worthwhile in establishing the college
If the University is able to come up
with a definitive communications
school that is not patterned after
another college.

After the grievance was filed in
December. Shaffer said, he submitted
qualified reasons to J Claude Scheuerman. vice president for operations for
making certain promotions.
"I sent Srheiierm.ii! my personal
justifications and he was satisfied that
my actions were justifiable," Shaffer
said

and with the officers to discuss tht
situation
"It is a problem of
employees' unhappiness." he said.
"There are several officers Including
Dale Shatter who are all unhappy."

' 1 urge you to go into media or law
where you ran do some good." she
added.

communications college
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor

said, and all promotions are approved
by the University's Personnel
Services
He added that promotions are made
on judgmental decision, not according
to test scores.

Mark Vance's sculpture, located in front of tha Hno Arts
•uiMino, forms a dark silhouette against a sunny sky.
(Nowspheto by Joseph G. Olich)

FISHER SAID AFL-CIO President
George Meany requested the strikes
across the country be stopped because
such action affected other unions
affiliated with grocery stores.
"Calling off the boycott is probably
unfortunate," Fisher said. "The AFLCIO is showing a real lack of labor
solidarity."
He added, however, that UFW
strikes against growers in California
are continuing, as are primary
boycotts against Gallo wine, grapes
and lettuce.

He said a primary boycott is one in
which the individuals involved refuse
to use a product, while a secondary
boycott is one in which there is
influence on other parties, such as
grocery stores, to stop selling a
product.
UFW began picketing last November
because Great Scot refused to remove
non-union grapes from their shelves.
IN JANUARY. UFW won the right to
picket Great Scot when the Common
Pleas Court of Bowling Green refused
the grocery store an injunction to stop
the pickets
Roy Kerscher. vice president and
general manager of Great Scot, said
yesterday he has not seen picketers in
front of his Bowling Green store "in
quite a few weeks."
He added that even during the
picketing he noticed no effect on the
store's produce sales.

Weather
Mostly sunay today. Highs In the
mid to upper 14s. Fab toeigkt.
Lews la the apper 44s and low Ms.
Mostly saaay tomorrow. Highs la
the lew 74s. Cbaace of
preclpitattea sear sere today and
tonight.
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right picks up free speech
sga change upsets
checks and balances
The Student Government Association's (SGA) new decision to put all
voting power in the bands of the eight-member Student Senate (former
Steering Committee) upsets the checks and balances in the student
government structure.
The six SGA executive officers will no longer be able to vote on
policies. They can simply research a proposal, present their views, and
present it to the Student Senate for a vote.
Mike Florio. who is working on the SGA constitution, said the SBG
party officers feel the new structure restores the checks and balances of
the organization by making the Student Senate more responsible and
making the executive officers more accountable for their policies.
We feel this makes the Student Senate too responsible. Since the
executive officers can now serve merely as a recommending body, the
Senate holds all power.
The Student Senate is composed entirely of SBG members and the
possibilities for unanimous votes against- or for-a proposal seems too
likely.
Under the new structure an executive officer loses his right to push
strongly for a proposal with his vote He will be able to make strong
recommendations but that is where his power stops.
The SGA situation personifies the fears, for example, that professional
party politicians have about Congressional one-party domination. In
SGA's case there is complete domination of the Student Senate by one
party at present.
We strongly urge that SGA reconsider this decision so that both the
Student Senate AND the six executive officers have an equal voice in
decisions.
The new structure has too much potential for stifling ideas that lie
outside views of a one-party Student Senate.

The strangest people are discovering
free speech these days This used to be
considered a "liberal" monopoly, and I
remember the time when William F.
Buckley Jr traveled up to Yale to urge
that school's Political Union to
disinvlte Gus Hall on the grounds that
such an organization should neither
dignify nor trivialize the communist
menace of which Mr. Hall was a
symbol. (Buckley won his case, by the
way. and Gus Hall was told not to
come, after all.)
But a strange thing happened to
Right Wingers in the Sixties. As
government spokesmen for the
Vietnamese war were banned or booed
or harassed on many campuses, the
Buckley people began to think they
liked absolute free speech after all.
AT FIRST it was just a matter of
asking liberal protestors to be true to
their own principles. But, as time went
on, the reactionaries began to voice
those principles as if they, too,
believed in them.
Now they are among those who call
most frequently for the right of
William Shockley, a Nobel laureate in
physics, to preach the genetic
inferiority of blacks and the
desirability of "discouraging" them
from breeding.
The more respectable Right Wingers
assure us they do not agree with Dr.
Shockley-or do not know enough, yet,
to say whether they might or might not
agree with him they just (shades of
Voltaire) agree with his right to
express his own views, whatever they
are.
WHY THIS lapse into liberalism if
the actual tenets of Shockley are
beside the point? People who gladly

banned Gus Hall are sudden converts
to civil liberties when it is a Shockley
speaking. They must pardon us if we
doubt their total indifference to what
Shockley is saying.
The liberal arguments against
Shockley are not much more
convincing They say he has no
credentials as a geneticist- i e . he has
taken no courses in it and received no
degrees. That is the old escape hatch
for fundamentalists of free speech you
can teach any crazy old thing as long as
you are licensed (preferably by a
doctorate) in the area of your
craziness.
That argument has some force-but
not much when the teaching of a
course is at issue. But would someone
claim that Robert Frost could not
teach English literature because he
had no higher degree in it?
Besides. Shockley is not trying to
teach a course on those campuses he
has tried to speak at recently-just to
make a one-shot appearance lor debate
or lecturing. William Buckley has done
no graduate work in political science,
but people are quite properly
interested in hearing him discuss
current events.
NO. NEITHER the right-liberal nor
left-liberal arguments from free

speech could possibly disqualify
Shockley. What is at issue is not the
right of the individual to bold and
disseminate his views, but the duty of a
university to exercise its influence
responsibly.
If I send an article to the Wall
Street Journal," and that paper refuses
to print it because they think it wrong
or dumb or immoral, I cannot claim
that my rights of free speech have been
violated. We were not all born with an
equal and inalienable right to
comandeer space in the "Wall Street
Journal."
But a university, we are often told, is
different, or should be-it is open to all
ideas, as long as there are qualified
people to express them. That is not
true, of course.
CANNIBALISM IS the object of
anthropological study on many a
campus, but it has no serious
advocates as a political system.
Certain things are excluded. People do
not get up every morning, and erase
what they held the night before, and
start shopping around for a philosophy.
A rough orthodoxy exists in most
fields, including the political field~an
orthodoxy in favor of our democratic
system.
The orthodoxy should be open to
challenge, for its own good, if nothing
else Serious objections should be
considered -and Shockley, along with
those who hold similar views, has been
published in prestigious journals, and
his arguments are currently being
considered in a broad range of
disciplines.
But that is not enough for Shockley.
What serious distinction does be think
he will be able to get across in the

12-1 siesta blues
Undoubtedly, it's happened to you.
You've fallen victim to the University's noon to 1 p.m. siesta.
And it goes something like this: You need to talk to an administrator or
department chairman, or even take care of some important business in
the Administration Building.
You make repeated phone calls, only to find the person with whom you
wish to speak is out to lunch and won't be back until 1 p.m.
Sound familiar? Probably. But there's hope for a change.
James E. Hof, vice president for public services, said Wednesday that
experimentation with keeping some University offices open during lunch
hour has resulted in some offices being open regularly from noon to 1
p.m.
Hof also said he sees no real difficulty with employees staggering their
lunch hours.
Let's hope other administrative offices and departments take the hint
and arrange for their personnel to be on hand between noon and 1 p.m.
Hof said that the Alumni Office, among a few others, is open during the
lunch hour. "If someone calls and wants to pledge, someone will be
there. Money has no time," he said.
Members of the University community need to get business taken care
of -and fast-particularly during the lunch hour.
And quite often, they too, have little time.

Lerrers
support
rubio fund
Belen Rubio, a Bowling Green State
University sophomore majoring in
Elementary Education, was struck and
killed by an automobile while traveling
in Europe on Thursday. April 11, 1974.
She had been in Spain for three weeks
under the auspices of the "Study
Abroad" Program. Department of
Romance Languages. BGSU
A "Belen Rubio" fund has been set
up by the University for anyone
interested in contributing to help pay
for the costs involved in having her
body transferred from Europe to her
parents home in San Benito. Texas
Donations payable to Bowling Green
State University Foundation with a
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BELEN WAS born July 24. 1952 in
San Benito. Texas She graduated from
Fremont High School. Fremont, Ohio,
in 1971 The Rubio family had been
coming to Ohio for the past eight years
as seasonal agricultural workers.
Belen had recently submitted an
autobiography for a thicano History
class in which she explained how her
family had struggled within the
migrant stream
She expressed a strong desire to
further her own skills in order to help
other children receive a sound
education Her main ambition had
been to become a bilingual teacher
working with Chicano children.
Last summer. Belen had worked as a
teacher's aide in the Wood County
Head Start Program under the
direction of La Raza Umda. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Her other work
experience included a position as a
receptionist in the Opportunity Center
in Fremont, Ohio, and as a tutor with
the Recreation and Tutorial Program
for all low-income families in the
Fremont area.
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BELEN HAD worked as a student
employee on campus since her
freshman year at BGSU to pay for her
college expenses This past year she
was employed at the Philosophers'
Documentation Center in the Graduate
Center.
Belen was an active member of
Kappa Phi Service Sorority, in which
she served as social chairman; The
Spanish Club; The Spanish Tuna, a
(formerly active) singing group, and
La Union de Estudlantts Latinos, in
which she served as secretary She
also participated in various education
projects on campus.
SURVIVING ARE her parents, Mr
and Mrs Jose Rubio; brothers, Jose
Jr., Graciano, and George; and sisters,
Minerva and Belinda All reside in San

turmoil of a public debate, often with a
big-name figure opposing him, meant
to emphasise the political
consequences of his theory?
HE DOES not come to analyse, hut
to proselytize;' he raises questions that
are moral and political as well as
scientific, and which a healthy
academic consensus
finds
disreputable.
Why lend respectability and give a
platform to such a program-a
program questionable in its scientific
foundation, odious in its political
repercussions, and offensive to this
society's moral code?
The university Is not perfectly
"value free" as some liberal theorists
claim. Those universities in Germany
that tolerated anti-Semitic teaching
were not living up to some Ideal of
Socratic self-evaluation, but down to
the lowest common denominator of
that era's politics
UNDER COVER of free scrutiny,
they helped pave the way to a slaughter
of Jews by the millions. Some men
realized this, and resigned positions ia
their universities because of what was*
being permitted.
Others stayed, and drew the cloak of
academic freedom around themselves-and were justly condemned by their
peers in later time.
A university must have freedom of
scholarship, but responsibility in the
■ocial influence it wields. Most admit
this implicitly.
We are not told that our universities
put our democratic political system on
a par with all others, but they subtly
and none too-subtly favor and guard itamong other things, by hearing the
best arguments and criticisms against
it, in the proper forum.
THE KIND of debates Shockley has
agreed to are not the proper scholarly
forum-they are part of a political
campaign he is waging, and any
official academic body is well advised
not to become part of that campaign.
Copyright. 1*74, Universal Press
Syndicate

let's hear from you

'NOW, I NOTE IN YOU* APPLICATION THAT YOUR LAST JOB WAS COACHING THE
MICHIGAN EIGHTH DISTRICT . . .'

Benito, Texas, with the exception of
George who is in Maryland Mr and
Mrs. Rubio. Si live at Route 1. Box
298. San Benito. Texas 78586
A special Memorial Mass will be
cleebrated on Saturday, April 27. at
11:00 a.m. at St. Thomas Moore
University Parish in Bowling Green.
Mary Bustamante
300 Napoleon Road. Apt E50
Terry Carrion
106 Dunbar
La Union de Estudiantes Latinos
313C Hayes Hall

sailboat
damaged
When you're tired with playing
frisbee, tennis or Softball for
recreation, why not turn to more
sophisticated forms of relaxation?
Like using university property for
target practice with your 22-caliber
revolver.
That may seem like a crude joke but
nobody's laughing. Especially not the
sailing club who returned from Easter
vacation to find one of their sailboats
high sunk in the pond with six gun shots
in the haul. Apparently someone,
trying to be cute, decided that the boat
was a worthy victim for some target
shooting.
ISN'T THERE anything more
constructive to do on this campus? The
sailing club hasn't done anything to
hurt anyone else so why should they
have to suffer because of someone's
frustrations?
Repairing the boat has cost a
substantial amount of time and money
for the sailing club when they didn't
take any part In the damage.
Sailing in the pond at the golf course
is bad enough when other teams have
the use of private yacht clubs, but
suddenly discovering you have nothing
to sail in is even worse.
One positive aspect to come out of
this vandalism is that the University

has finally recognized the need to
protect the boats. They purchased
three Flying Juniors at $1,200 a piece in
1967. but have made no effort up until
now to provide any kind of protection
for them.
THE BOATS were stored outside at a
private apartment last winter because
there was no better place on campus to
store them
Now they have to be driven to the
pond everytime someone wants to sail
and lugged back home again. More
people could use the boats and learn to
sail if they were accessible. Thus, the
University isn't getting the full value
out of their investment
But, Dr. Sam Cooper, head of the
HPE department and advisor for the
club, has recently promised that a dock
box will be built to hold equipment and
provide a place to chain the boats right
at the pond
THIS ISNT an ideal answer but it
certainly is a beginning in the right
direction. He even went so far as to
suggest that a garage-type shed would
be ordered to completely house the
equipment but that seems too much to
hope for this year.
It seems a shame to me that a major
accident is needed before positive
action is taken. But I guess late help is
better than no help at all.
Nor ma Steels
Sailing Club
314 McDonald East

12-1 p.m.;
no show
As a result of what happened today,
these hypothetical situations may be
discussed. Do you know what would
happen if a group of Bowling Green
students STREAKED through the
administration building between the
hour of noon and I p.m.?
I know what would happen.
NOTHING. Also, what would happen if
a student (hit by the flu or any other
affliction) would enter the Student

Health Center during the same time?
Unfortunately, the answer is the same.
MAN. YOU could die between noon
and 1 p.m. and nobody would know
until they came back from their lunch
hour Of course. I know that everyone
must eat their lunch, but why must this
University of ours close up into its
little shell during this hour.
It's the computer that gives us our
classes all day except for the noon
hour, and then when you go to the Ad
Building to straighten out your
schedule or payments, nobody is there.
The system of running the Health
Center could also use a new method of
operation. People just don't stop
getting sick or being injured because
it's noon.
I really don't think it would be too
annoying if two doctors ate lunch from
11-12 p.m. while the other two ate from
12-1 p.m. This would enable a doctor or
two to be on constant duty if needed.
COME ON NOW you people who run
this campus. I hope you haven't forgotten you are also here to serve the
student. I also believe. OOPS. I just
noticed, it's 11:50 a.m. Sorry, I gotta
break for lunch.
Dan Gainor
609 Offenhauer W.

loneliness...
I am a lonely Inmate here at the
London, Ohio Correctional Institute. I
would like for you as a favor, to put my
ad in your school paper about wanting
to hear from a wonderful young lady.
I DON'T get mail from the streets
and would like to establish a
relationship with a real hip woman.
Thank you.
For those who should ever write,
please enclose a picture. I will in
return. I'm black.
Nicky Johnson
136-550
BoxtS
London. Ohio 43140

The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
Universitv I'all

no room
for bikes
Several years ago. the stretch of
Thurstin St. in front of the
Administration Building was rebuilt. A
curve was added, a kink taken out of
the Manville Thurstin Wooster intersection and two lanes made Into four.
Nifty. (That was the same project
that got us that useless pool in front of
Hollis office; I mean, you can't even
wade in it because of all of those slabs )
My bitch centers around the lack of
provision for bicycles. The road is as
wide as a freeway and people speed
like crazy. The curve lies in a dip and
cars pop out of nowhere. The road is so
incredibly wide I sometimes must
make two, three U-turns to get from
Court Street to the curb in front of the
Administration Building.
TO TOP THAT, the lips of most of
the drives are sufficiently high enough
to force me to approach them at a right
angle. In order to do that. I must swing
dangerously out into traffic.
There have already been a
considerable number of accidents and
near accidents on that road. My
roommate was nearly killed two years
ago and spent several months in bed
after trying to cross Thurstin St. in
front of the Administration Building.
LAST YEAR I witnessed one
accident in which a bicycle was thrown
by the drive lip when they tried to
enter the Founders parking at an angle
too parallel to the curb.
This project ran the taxpayers God
knows how much mosey and was
poorly planned. I suppose it will take a
spectacular accident before the
necessary lights, curb cuts and signs
are installed.
Franz Zrilich
619 S College No. 1

Mfey.AprfM. 1f74.TI»MNaw./F«a>*3

Calendar-from academic viewpoint

Professor readies new survey

P#IWl#ft Smith, frew^*
man, (I.A.), left, and
Randy
Jam.ion
(•phemara, (AAS),
practice
rifU drill
movements far upcoming Parahing UrfU
•xMetNant.
(New.phale by Joseph G.

•to)

A University sociology
professor is preparing a
student questionnaire on the
quarter-early semeater
calendar controversy for the
Student Government
Association (SGA). Rtck
Morrow, junior lAfcSi and
coordinator of academic
affairs, said yesterday.
Morrow asked Dr. Joseph
B. Perry Jr., professor of
sociology, to construct the
survey. Desire for a "more
professional job" than the
last survey prompted contacting Dr. Perry, said
Morrow
"Dr. Perry has made
many surveys in his work."
said Morrow. "His survey
should be unbiased in all
features.
"THIS SURVEY will be
more concerned with academic aspects of the
calendar than with the
vacation breaks in it. as the
last survey seemed to
stress."
He added that Dr Perry is
constructing "the survey so
it won't push either side of
the calendar issue."
According to Morrow, all
freshmen and sophomores
will be surveyed "to get
their true feelings on the
issue."
Off-campus
residents are excluded from
the survey.
"This change, if made,
will not be affecting the
juniors and seniors, but
rather the people presently

Ohio installs trade school hotline
Plans for a public information program to encourage Ohio youths to consider entering vocational or
technical educational
programs, has been announced by Gov John J.
Gilligan
Seventy five per cent of
all jobs during the next
decade will require adequate preparation in vocational or technical schools."
Gilligan said Only 20 per
cent of the jobs will require
a four -year college degree.
Gilligan said a toll-free
telephone hotline has been
set up for Ohioans who want
information about voca-

tional-technical education
"The hotline will enable any
Ohioan to tap directly into
an information clearinghouse," Gilligan said." for
answers to questions about
vocational-technical education programs, which
Ohio schools offer such
training and an employment
forecast for vocationaltechnical fields ."
HE SAID the vocational
technical information iVTI)
program, operated by the
Ohio Department of Economic and Community
Development, will provide
public speakers, brochures.

posters, film and other information to interested
persons. Also, television and
radio public service
announcements are planned.
"American education
systems." said Gilligan,
"are not emphasizing adequately vocational or technical training. Too much
emphasis is placed on pure
academic programs which
are four-year college or university oriented
"If this trend continues. '
he said, "the rising need for'
skilled workers and technicians will not be met.
More than 194.4 million
was earmarked for voca

tional classes in secondary
schools during the 1973-74
school year By the 1974-75
school year, funding for
vocational education will be
a record 1103 million.
Gilligan said a vocationaltechnical education is available within commuting
distance for nearly every
Ohioan.
He said interested persons
should call the toll-free
number or write VTI
Program, Department ol
Economic and Community
Development. 8 E. Long St..
Room 821. Columbus. Ohio
43215

NURSING GRADUATES
Shouldn't your hospital
be as modern
H
as your career? .

Harper Hospital's new 360-bed Webber Memorial Addition, with
40-bed CCU tower, 22 OR suites, and all semi-private room*

We're stalling now in Medical-Surgical, Critical Care, Orthopedic, Psychiatric, Poly-drug Detoxilica'ion, OR. and Emergency. We are a working/
teaching hospital, a major part ol the new Detroit Medical Center, and
affiliated with Wayne State University . . .
•
•
•
•
•

Good lalary program
Liberal fringes
Advanced equipment
Team nursing
Tuition Reimbursement program

• Furnished apartments for single RN's
• Excellent shift differential
• Bonus program

• Armed Services experience welcome

on campus," Morrow stated.
MORROW SAID h.
presumes students know
more about the calendar
options following the BG
News series on that issue.
"This should make this
survey more viable," said
Morrow.
Dr. Perry will compile
completed surveys and
release the results to
Morrow and Provost
Kenneth W Rothe.
"Dr Rothe and I don't
think there will be a
significant change between
this survey and the last
one." stated Morrow.
Morrow said he hopes to
improve on the 25 per cent
return of the last student
survey.
ANTICIPATING the survey, student senate
members are going into
various residence halls and
answering
questions

students have
calendar issue.

on

the

"We might have a pretty
impressive voice if student
response is good," said

Morrow.
He also stated that Dr
Rothe informed him that the
administration's original estimate of $500,000 savings on
an early semester calendai

has been reduced to f 150,000.
"This could mean the
economic influence on the
faculty is not as great as
originally thought," said
Morrow.

University received more money for grants
The University received
four times more funding in
grants and contracts in
March 1974 than in March
1973
Grants and contracts
toUled about 1461.000 in
March 1974 and 187,000 for
the same month last year.
This year's allotment included (19.000 in privately
sponsored research from the
Ohio State Research Center,
the Marketing Research
Council, the World Health
Organization and Proctor &
Gamble Co.
Funding for workshops
and institutes totaled

119,000.
Public service
grants from the Toledo
Legal Aid Society, the Ohio
Board of Regents, the
Toledo Public Schools and
the Ohio Department totaled
$187,000

The University received
12.399,000 in grants and
contracts from July 1. 1973March 31. 1974 as compared
with tl.85s.000 during the
same period of the
preceding fiscal year.

City tax returns due Tuesday
Deadline for filing city tax returns is Tuesday
Bowling Green tax commissioner Austin E Sweeney Wednesday said nearly 900 returns need to be filed Persons who
file late are subject to a penalty and interest ol one per cent
a month.
Unless city tax was withheld by the employer, residents
and non-residents working in Bowling Green must file
Taxpayer assistance is available from 8 5p m daily at the
City Building. 175 West Wooster St . 352-2642

newsnotes
OU strike
ATHENS. Ohio (AP) - Student
union members at Ohio University
started returning to work yesterday,
apparently afraid of losing their jobs,
a school spokesman said.
"It seems to be calming down...the
majority are back," said the school
spokesman.
About 15 students continued to
picket cafeterias, however, the
spokesman said.
Strikers had voted Wednesday night
to continue the walkout, which began
Monday.
The action came a short time after
a common pleas court judge issued a
temporary Injunction limiting to
three the number of pickets at any
one location.

Alaskan oil
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Birch
Bayh says the planned exporting of

Alaskan oil to Japan could end up
costing US. consumers as much as 9
billion through 1985
Bayh asserted in a Senate speech
yesterday that the "swapping" of oil
from the new Alaska pipeline for
foreign crude oil might lead to "one
of the all-time greatest frauds
perpetrated on American
consumers."
The Indiana Democrat, an
opponent of the pipeline, said he is
asking the Senate permanent
investigations subcommittee "to
conduct a probe into the entire
matter."

Residency
CINCINNATI (API - Registration
as a voter doesn't necessarily make a
person a legal resident of a state, a
federal appeals court ruled
yesterday.
The ruling from the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals came in a suit filed
by Richard Hayes against Kentucky

Stale University at Frankfort and
Kentucky's Council on Public Higher
Education.
At issue were higher tuition fees for
college students considered nonresidents.
The appeals court rejected Hayes'
appeal

Drought
AMARILLO, Tex. (AP) - The
Texas Panhandle's dryland wheat
crop is lost, the victim of a severe
drought, bugs and several weeks of
hot. blustery winds.
The cost to farmers 1160 million,
perhaps more.
Officials in Washington said the
Impact nationally is minimal. The
U.S. Department of Agriculture says
that with the exception of some
drought areas of New Mexico and
western Texas, this year's crop is
"generally good in all areas of the
nation." And dealers note that wheat
prices, while somewhat higher, don't
appear to be reflecting the Texas
drought.
.

APPEARING
AT

THE AGORA
3415 DORR ST.
TOLEDO, OH.

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION:
(313/494-8613/494-8083
Patricia Richardson. RN. Director of Nurse Recruitment
3825 Brush Street • Oetroit. Michigan 48201

THE STORIES

FOR MICHIGAN LICENSURE INFORMATION:
CONTACT Executive Secretary. Michigan Board of Nursing
1033 South Washington Street, Lansing. Michigan 48926
We art an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Orson Welles'

CITIZEN

&

SHOWING
AT
7:30
& 10:00 P.M.

FRIDAY ft

SUGAR LOAF
April 30th, Tues. night
DOORS OPEN 7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
TICKETS

RM. 105
HANNA
HALL

Tickets
Sold at

3.00 advance
3.50 at the dance

Finders Records
In Bowling Green, Oh.

Little Pleasures
In Franklin Park Mall
Toledo, Oh.

ADMISSION
•1.00

Also at The Agora
and Headquarters

*■«• 4/The 1Q News, M*ry, April 2«, 1974

Counselors explain Marathon:
alternative education program'
Progressive education
may bring to mind open
classrooms with groups of
students freely discussing
whatever comes to their
minds, without the worries
of tests or term papers.
Six Karma counselors got
a real look at what progressive education is all
about when they attended
Marathon Spring 74, a five-

day series of workshops,
seminars, rap sessions and
presentations at the University of Massachusetts on
April 15-19.
THE MARATHON, sponsored by the University's
School of Education, included hundreds of
seminars, some of which
were "Altered States of Con-

sciousness," "Computer
Games," "Film: The Question of Violence." and
"Sensory Distortion. Deprivation and Overload.''
The
counselors-Glenn
Wierninga, Mary Dulin,
Nancy Halberstein. Earl
Britt, Eric Blosser and
Becky Violet, said they
attended particular sessions
which they felt would better

Brandt's problems increase
when scandal includes aide

Practice

Three of the Alpha Phi sorority women run a trial hoot for the Beta 500. Joyce
long, sophomore (Ed.), pushes Dob Demarco, sophomore (Ed.), as Pam Evans,
sophomore (Ed.), awaits her chance to push the cart. (Newsphoto by Joseph

heat

G. Click)

BONN, Germany (AP) An aide to Chancellor Willy
Brandt was under arrest
yesterday as the alleged key
man in a Communist East
German spy ring in a
burgeoning scandal that
could cause more problems
for his already weakened
government.
Federal prosecutor
Siegfried Buback confirmed
in Karlsruhe that 47-year-old

Summer schedule unchanged
A four-day week for
summer quarter was the
major issue discussed at the
Energy Task Force meeting
yesterday in (he Living
Center, Home Economics
Bldg
The task force received
letters supporting and opposing the four-day week
The letters were divided into
the four categories: sup
porting the four-day week,
opposing Ihe four-day week

because ot the late notice,
supporting the four-day
week in certain areas on
campus but not in others and
completely opposing the
four-day week.
IN VIEW of the information received, the task
force "moved that a study of
the feasibility of a four-day
week for summer quarter
1975 be completed during the
summer quarter in 1974 with
recommendations to be

Dixie

made during fall quarter
1974 The 1974 University
schedule will remain
unchanged "
The group also discussed
utility costs on campus The
University plans to save 10
per cent on the total cost of
utilities for the 1974-75
school year
The present cost of
campus utilities lor the 197374 school year is $1,647,202
If the University saves 10

ek
Electric Co.

per cent for 1974-75. including the inflation costs of
coal, electricity, gas, water
and sewage, the projected
cost will be $1,703,068
Without the 10 per cent
savings, the projected utility
expenditure for 1974-75 will
be $1,863,107
Air conditioning units for
many rooms and labs in the
basement of Overman Hall
were discussed. Arguments
for the air conditioners were
better conditions for
students and faculty and for
safety reasons where
chemicals are concerned.
CHEMICALS may boil or

explode in hot temperatures
endangering the health of
the workers or chemicals
may evaporate in hot temperatures increasing the
supply cost of the
chemicals.
Arguments
against
installing air conditioners
were that of wasting energy
by running air conditioners
and the heating systems at
the same time and the abuse
that may result by leaving
the conditioners on when not
really needed.
The task force decided to
meet in the basement of
Overman Hall next week to
view the conditions

SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEE
OPENING TILL *00 - ALL SEATS U.OO

F.A.C.

government claimed he did
not handle state secrets,
observers said they believed
he was in an excellent
position to gain information
on government and party
affairs.
The discovery of a
security leak so close to
Brandt was a further blow to
the chancellor's embattled
political position, recently
weakened by setbacks in
state and local elections
The case dimmed his hopes
for recovering voter support
in state elections in Lower
Saxony on June 9.
The spy scandal also
undermined Brandt's
lagging drive to normalize
relations with East
Germany and end their old
cold war rivalry

Auction helps Rubio fund
Campus Safety's annual
auction of lost-and-found
articles netted $592. Gregg
DeCrane. director of
Student Activities, said
yesterday.
He said the auction netted
(320 last year.
DeCrane added that $400
of the profits would be
donated to the Rubio fund.
The Rubio fund is to be
used to help pay for the
transport of the body of
Maria Belen Rubio, sopho-

more (A4S), who recently
died in France.
"We're not sure how we'll
use the rest of it," DeCrane
said. "We still have to pay
the bills (connected with the
auction).
"The auction went way
beyond our expectations
We'd like to thank all the
students for their help." he
said
CAMPUS
SAFETY
reported three bikes stolen
yesterday, all expensive 10-

speed models.
A yellow AMF bike was
reportedly stolen from
Ashley Hall's bike lot The
bike, worth $85. had a Xenia
license.
Another AMF model
valued at $125 also was
reportedly taken from
Ashley Hall
It was
unlicensed
Another unlicensed bike, a
blue Schwinn worth $125.
was reported missing from
Rodgers Quadrangle.

NOW PLAYING

AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY
ANNOUNCES

Guenter Guillaume.
Brandt's personal assistant
for affairs concerning his
Social Democratic party,
was among "several
people" detained in Bonn by
security men Wednesday.
Guillaume has admitted
he is an officer in East
Germany's National
People's Army and an
espionage collaborator of
East Berlin's Ministry for
State Security. Buback said
A government spokesman
said the other persons held
for investigation of spy
charges are Guillaume's
wife Christel. who worked
as a secretary for the
Hessian State government's
Bonn office; two of her
colleagues, and her mother
THOUGH
THE
chancellery aide wielded no
political authority and the

help them counsel per
at Karma.
The Marathon, which was
open to anyone, offered up to
two credits for students who
participated. Also, anyone
was free to present
programs and workshops on
almost any topic.
ONE COUNSELOR said
the Marathon, which
attracted over 8.000 persons
throughout the United
States, gave her "a more
open and free outlook on life
and insights into our own
personal behavior."
Britt said he thinks the
Marathon's big "drawing
card" was a program on
alternative education.
The counselors were free
to attend any sessions, even
those unrelated to drug
counseling However, most
agreed that all the
workshops offered valuable
techniques, such as value
clarification and listening
skills, which can be used in
everyday experiences.
"All of life is an educational experience and 1
learned a lot about teaching
AND people, " Dulin said.
ASIDE FROM the Marathon, the counselors were
able to get a first-hand look
of how drug centers in the
East are operated
"They're much like the
ones here." said Britt.
"except some of them offer
more services. In the East,
the same drugs tend to be
abused and used "

7:15-9:30
SAT -SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.

HURRY. SEE IT TODAY! -THE MOST
SUCCESSFUL ESCAPE ADVENTURE OF ALL TIME

' Si •

2,000 TR^SMJiLfifT

Friday Afternoon Club
Open every Friday from 2-6
Admission 50'

THURSDAY PRICES

BECAUSE YOU'VE
ACHIEVED

A\AY9 6p-MeMML
p. General ad.
16. day of show

Now you can order it!

a better than gold
college ring at a lower
than gold price!

Avai table : Union fctet
m^ **$&**

The BROTHERS of

DELTA TAU DELTA
With the John Roberts SILADIUM Jewelry Find out more about the NEW Siladium
you can enioy a "better than gold" ring Jewelry. See the John Roberts ring display
at a "lower than gold" price. And it's NOW1
guaranteed for life!

RING DAY

The experiences that have "carved" your teal achievements
ate the personal ones Wear a class ring and remember.

Order on Ring Day and save 5*%*

Wednesday. May 1
10 a.m. ■ 3:00 p.m.

RING DAY

Accept 90 day shipment and get additional '4.00
discount on all John Roberts rings.

Monday, April 20
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

High School ring trade-in allowance on Ring Day only.

High School ring trade-in allowance
on Ring Day only.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Student Services Building

Student Services Building

would like to congratulate
their new officers
for the upcoming year
Pres. - Matt Markey
Vice Pres. - Dave Browning
Treasurer • Tim Korte
Recording Secretary - Jim Senger
Corresponding Secretary - Dave Provenzano
Sgt. at Arms • Tim Mackey
House Guide - Dave Schwensen
Pledge Educator - Mike Laughlin
Pledge Trainer - Chuck Sprosty
Steward • Bill Wihebrink

Good Luck, Turkeys
Thanks also to our old officers for a great job!

M. 1 »74, Th. MN*w»/Fa*> S

Ripp«r» ablox* and lights aglow, pinball machines in th« Union sprang to
Irfo last night as about 30 pinball froaks compotod in tho UAO Pinball
Tournament. Contestants playod on four of tho four-legged money-eaters,
vying for a first-place trophy. As an enraptured audience gaied on, Keith
Somerville, sophomore (B.A.), walked away with the honors, scoring a
grand total of 238,710 points.

Newsphotos by
Joseph G. Glick

LESLEY
STAHL

UAO Cardinal Room

CBS-TV Reporter &
Watergate Correspondent

Paul Miles

MONDAY APRIL 29

and

3:45 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

RAP SESSION
FACULTY LOUNGE
UNION
LECTURE
GRAND BALLROOM
UNION

featuring

Bonita Blair
Friday & Saturday April 26 & 27
9 p.m.-12 midnight FREE
Cardinal Room - Union

*■:■:•:•:■:•:•:•:•:■:•: :::x-^

[Decrease in speeding tickets
blamed on high gasoline costs
The number of speeding
tickets issued in the area
since the 55 mile per hour
speed limit took effect has
not kept pace with some
parts of the country where
an Associated Press (AP>
survey showed dramatic
increases in the number of
tickets
Capt. H. Dean Huffman of
the Findlay branch of the
Ohio State Highway Patrol
said the number of tickets
issued in this area has been
"substantially less," about
half the number issued the
first quarter of last year
Huffman said he believes

the cost of gasoline is the
main reason people are
obeying the limit but added
that since the oil embargo
has been lifted and gas is
easier to get. "we might
realize a gradual increase."
A SPOKESMAN for the
Toledo branch of the
Highway Patrol said the
number of tickets issued by
that department is also
down, but said he could give
no figures
Policemen interviewed in
the AP survey said the
number of speeding tickets
issued
has
increased

NOW! OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN!
OPEN 7:30

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES - JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.
"Cablevision Available"
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

SHOW 8:30

SEE WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN YOU MARRY A
CORPSE FOR IT'S MONEY!

WorWparts
unlocks the / /
Foreign Legion.

Arnold
isa
screaml

Attention members ot America's Foreign legion ol Import car
owner* Wortdparts has the kev *o ail your maintenance and
service problems We have quality made replacement parts
for your import cars And we can recommend nearby dealers
and garages to do the work Parts and service That's what
Wortdparts Is all about II you're o member of the Foreign
Legton stop in and see us We've got the key" to worry-free
driving

YKHLDDRIS

Aulo Poiti to* Import! ■ Divilton ot Muf«monl Coipofa'ton
. .•... r, . , ■■ . ..... M .» , .WHOM -V • I «l . IBuVf.
'INAUl • CAH. • • >ft- - • AAB • J* -oAf* • &W* ' »
''..**( PART*
w»i» h»o<lQuort»i to' wortdporti - coll ui to' o t*vic» •<p»rt n«oi you

Bob Goldman's
Car Parts

COKE
8-PACK 16 OZ.
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WEEKDAYS & SUNDAY

9-11

DON'T MISS
THE
FINAL WIND-UP

OXFORD
HOUSE
f STELLA
RODDY
STEVENS McDOWALL
and

525 Pearl St
353-5861

Hours 912 & 1 5 Mon thru Fn
Sat 1-5

"The Beauty of Being Fit is the theme for the Cleveland
YMCA fitness camp for women planned for June 16-23
The camp provides an opportunity for women to
concentrate on personal fitness goals through a daily
schedule of exercises and a balanced diet Belly dancing will
be included in this year's fitness instruction
The eighl-day session will be at Hiver Road YMCA Camp.
Willoughby Hills. Registration is open to women 18 years old
and older Inquiries should be made to Cleveland YMCA.
Camp Office. 2200 Prospect Ave.. Cleveland, Ohio 44115

THURS. 9:30 to 9:00
FRI. 9:30 to 9:00
SAT. 9:30 to 5:00

Exclusively At:

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248

916 in February to 2.554 in
March
"THEY'VE GONE wild
again they're just flying
out there,'' Capt. John S
Timmerman of the South
Carolina Highway Patrol
told survey conductors
"We're giving tickets about
as fast as we can write
them "
The survey showed that
officials in some stales are
not doing much to discourage speeders The Montana
Highway Patrol issued 1.164
citations the first eight days
in April, compared to 1,568
in March.

YMCA schedules fitness camp

P<

Open to all faculty & students

because of the lower speed
limit and because gas is no
longer scarce in most
regions.
Washington State police
told AP they issued 2,992
speeding tickets the first
week in April, compared to
1,480 in the same week a
year earlier. "Since they no
longer have to wait in line
for gas," said Washington's
state patrol chief Will
Bachofner. "they feel they
should no longer have to go
55."
Connecticut State Police
told AP speeding arrests in
their state escalated from

COLOR CO-HIT
AH...RATS!!

Located At 434 East
Wooster St., B.G., Ohio

400,000 B
STOCK REDUCTION
SALE

FRI. & SATURDAY

9-12

MUMMUraiMffli

W&6
737 S. MAIN

All of our famous brands
are on sale at savings
up to 50% off! Don't
Miss It
Use your Oxford House Charge Master Charge or BankAmencard

the got movie you should not see alone

. D/The M N-ws, Mdmr. AM a*. NN

Committee focuses on Watergate, taxes
decision on dropping any
allegation would be up to
committee members
DURING THE I4i hour
meeting the committee also
voted 34 to 4 to give the
White House five more days
to respond to a subpoena for
tapes of 42 presidential conversations
The White House response
was put oil until 10 a m on
Tuesday.

In each of the IS cases the
staff said "either there is no
substantial evidence known
to the staff that supports an
allegation of wrongdoing or
the evidence is insufficient
to justify devoting the
resources required to
complete a thorough investigation."
Chairman Peter W
Rodino Jr (DN.J.i emphasized that the final

WASHINGTON (AP( The House Impeachmenl
inquiry staff reported yesterday that it is concentrating its Investigation on
the major Watergate allegations and Pesident
Nixon's tax problems.
The staff told the House
Judiciary Committee that it
is halting its inquiries into IS
of the 56 original allegations
against the President
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staff noted that the Joint
committee "made no investigation whether or not there
was criminal tax fraud for
which the President is
responsible."
Such an investigation is
underway by the special
Watergate prosecutor's
office but the impeachment
staff said it "is likely to be
prolonged and its result will
not be available to ths com
mittee
under
the
committee's contemplated
timetable "
John Doar. chief counsel
for the impeachment
inquiry, said the investigation of the President's
taxes would concentrate on
the gift of his papers.
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UAO CAMPUS MOVIES
Friday, April 26

Saturday, April 27

Brute Lee in

B'uce Lee in

Fists of Fury

The Chinese Connection

6-8.15-IO.30
$100 with ID

6-8:15 • 10:30
$1.00 with ID

210 Math-Science
210 Math-Science
PROCEEDS GO TO MARIA RUBIO FUND

The University's String
Quartet will present its final
concert "I the academic
year at 8 p.m. Monday in
Kecilal Hall. School of
Music
Violinists Young Nam
Kim anil Paul Makara.
violist Hernard Linden and
cellist Peter Howard make
up the quartet.
Jerome Row, artist in
residence will join the
quarto) in performing
"Piano Quintet in A Major.
Opus 81" b> Dvorak

Guitar recital
A guit.n recital lea
luring students of David

Phillips, Instructor in the

The "Red Fox"and his pack

Creative Arts Program.
will heat I p in Saturday
at the Creative Arts
House. 827 First St. '
The recitfil is tree and
open lo the public

of friendly mixologists say—

Happy Hours

HAVE
A
BALL!

3 p.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
"FOXY DRINKS" AN HAPPY PRICES - HOT & COLD HOURS D'OEUVRES

The Red Fox menu served daily 11 a.m. -10 p.m.

COME OUT TONIGHT

Entertainment Tues. Thru Sat.
8:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.

AND HELP US
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Bob Brotherton and Ruu Constance will be playing at
the Upper Room 1102 Vi N. Main St. I at 9 p.m. tonight
MANUFACTURING LABORATORY Shop faculties
such as wood working, metal working, equipment, etc
will be open to all students for independent work
Must provide own materials and safely glasses with
side shields Friday 6 p.m. - 10 p.m. and Saturday 9
am -1pm Rm 124Technology Building
The Swan flub Show will be presented tonight at 1:30
p.m. in the Nalatortum.
The BGSU Power Volleyball Team will host Ball State
University in a best of five game match in Anderson
Arena tonight at 7:30p.m. Free and open to the public
United Christian Fellowship will hold Contemporary
Worship Services this morning at II a.m. in the
Chapel of the UCF Center at 313 Thurstin
The Crypt Coffeehouse will be open tonight from 9 to
12 p m in the basement of the UCF Center. Live
entertainment, refreshments. Free and open to all
Bring your friends.
open photography
lab for all interested members of the campus community You must supply your own photographic
paper A fee of ISO will cover the cost of chemicals
each session. Room 232 Technology Building. Wednesdays 2 pm. -a p.m. and Saturdays 10 p.m. -4pm.
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS

Saturday, April 27,1974
The Swan Club Show will be presented tonight at 1:30
pin in the Natatorium.

47ACADEMYS
I AWARDS
JS> BEST PICTURE

k

OFFICER GUARD
IIK Yellow Gold
UK While Gold

PAUL
NEWMAN
ROBERT
BEDFORD

OFFICER DANGLE
I0K Yellow Gold
I0K While Gold

X
*
J,n

ROBERT
SHAW $
OFFICER CHARM

* GtOOGt DO MU FIM

SHrlmj Silver
I0K Yellow Gold

4** *****
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Found: Wilson Tennis
can at ice arena practice
court Contents are still
Intact Owner please call
352-0445 between 9-11
am
HELP WANTED
Channel 57 is looking for
a reporter-photographer
full time for the summer
Contact Wayne HUT at
3720121 before ^8-74
Summer T V announcer
position. 15 hrs. per week
average. Contact Rita at
WBGU-TV. 372-0121
before 5-3-74
Ptua makers and delivery people wanted.
Apply in person to
Pagliai's. 1004 South
Main St.

Linda Rfctwdo
C*«ICKO rr unity

MXJUSOM.Y

Lost Black billfold near
women's gym. Has all
my personal cards and
IDs If found, please call
352-7894 No questions
asked.

Found: Wilson Tennis
can at ice arena practice
court Contents are still
intact Owner please call
352-0445 between 9-11
am

-': ■■'■■ - -"..

THE
EXORCIST

Lost: Girls' gold watch
around Union Oval
during
Derby
chase
Friday. Reward
CaU
Donna 2-5927.

Lost Rugby Jacket, at
the Kreisher Party
Room Was mistaken for
B.G jacket. Do have
Hi, jacket Stubby 22959 Reward.

looihaii Si.d..

• Friday • 7:15 & 9:45 • Friday 7:20 & 9:45
• Sat. & Sun 2:00, 4:45. 7:15 & 9:45 • Sat. & Sun. 2:00, 4 45, 7:20, 9:45
-|DO"...ISJUST
THE BEGINNING...

THAT MUCH
MONtV

^OSSTROCTJUSPCe'

24 hours a day. at (MO)
223-5509.

Friday. April 26. 1974

The BGSli Sailing Club rill meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
201 Hayes Hall

1133S HwSt.IS

I

TAKEN FROM 1HF
CONSPIRACY TO

'yes, OF

covRsewe
•w•, \cocweAise

"BUT IT
WOULDie
WR0N6'~

CLaSSIFIED -«®ie~

CAMPUS CALENDAR

LOST AND FOUND

Somewhere the bartenders still care... IT'S HERE1

All Seats $200
ID Required

TH£ FIRST
&AD/HG IS FROM
1He 6XBAT MARCH 21
MUTIN6 IN THS OVAL.
OFfice — A sceNe

h\

Sunday, April 28.1974

CELEBRATE!!

OF BOWLING GREEN
1550 EAST WOOStfR

ITAOIUM

Otis L. Block has been named to the newly created
position of University Coordinator of Transportation.
Block, formerly general manager of a Bowling Green
automobile dealership for 12 years, will be responsible for
the operation and maintenance of more than 150 licensed
vehicles for the University.
Block also will be responsible for purchasing new vehicles
when necessary and for carrying out leasing arrangements
on other types of vehicles. One of his initial tasks will be to
study University transportation needs and the best methods
of meeting these needs efficiently and economically.

DOONESBURY

The German Club will meet tonight from 7-9 p.m. in
the I .ill Room of the Union to discuss activities (or
the remainder of Ihe quarter

Boi office opens 11 30

raids in Cambodia between
March 1968 and August 1973
remained under active consideration at least until next
week when the committee
hopes to obtain access to a
Senate Armed Services
Committee report on the
bombing

Block named to new position

plans finale

llrltam

IIWMIMI
II Ihr ,r..un,l
11 ln>ti<»<<.>

Midnite Movie
Friday and
Saturday

But he emphasised
"investigation of tax fraud
is a complicated matter."
DOAR SAID he intends to
ask the IRS for a copy of Its
report on the President's
taxes.
An allegation stemming
from secret U.S. bombing

String Quartet

ll IV..I ..I t'.wff
It i

fraud may have been
committed in the preparation of President Nixon's
income tax returns. Both the
congressional Joint Committee on internal Revenue
Taxation and the Internal
Revenue Service have
declared that the President
incorrectly claimed a
$576,000 deduction for his
donation to the government
of his pre-presidentlal
papers.
Both the committee and
the IRS said that as a result
of the disallowed deduction
for the papers as well as
other disallowed items the
President owed more than
$450,000 in additional taxes.
The impeachment inquiry

MUM OF the discussion
at the meeting involved the
staff's plans to examine
allegations that criminal

■ ymli'il
2-, Horn Pi
26 lui' pill «*">
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Most of the items set aside
by the staff include
allegations that presidential
friends and big campaign
contiibutors received
favored treatment from
government agencies.
Also halted was the investigation of possible im
peachable conduct in con
nertion with the President's
refusal to spend appropriated lunds and his
attempt to shut down the
Office of Economic Opportunity (OKOl without prior
congressional approval.
The report said the staff is
continuing its probe of alle
gallons stemming from a
$100,000 campaign con
tribution from billionaire
Howard Hughes, a $200,000
cash contribution from
financier Kobert L. Vesco.
contributions from the dairy
industry and a pledge from
ITT to help underwrite the
1972 Kepublican convention

WANTED

...all it takes is
a little Confidence
DAVID S WWO • GtOOGt ROY Mil

•{R]

From Wmi »nt ^

2 female to sublease immediately through Sept.
Before 300 caU 351 MM.
After 4 30. 362-4413
Person needed to share
apt. for summer or

longer Call John at 3527659
Old barn to tear down.
Need beams & barn
siding. Contact Ron
Marcou, Holiday Inn,
352-5211.
Old newspaper clippings
4 photographs of aU
athletic events. Contact
Ron Marcou, Holiday
Ian. 351-5211.

Abortion Information
Service Clinic very close
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service
216631-1557
ABORTIONS: For free
information and referral,
call A.FPIO. a nonprofit organisation at
(2021 765-1077.
PERSONALS
Thanks. Dean and John,
for a great job as our
Derby Day coaches! It
sure was fun! The Alpha
Phi's.
Kappa Sigma. Congrats
to the new officers and
good luck in the Beta L
Slsses.
Tomorrow couldn't be
better • to be with the
Kappa Sigs and our new
Alpha Phi pledges for a
great tea! I After we win
the Beta! >
Betas - We sure have alot
to thank you for - the
parties, the roses, the TShirts - and most of all
for asking us to be Beta
Theta Pi litUe sis s
You're the greatest.
Your Diamond Darlings.
Tomorrow Is your big
day and we're with you
all the way! Good luck on
the Beta 500! Your
Diamond Darlings.
Campus Fact Line's
three years old! 240.000
calls and still counting
AX's congratulate Beth
for being tapped into
Mortar Board.

Old athletic equipment,
cheap, used 4 abused.
Contact Ron Marcou at
Holiday Inn. 352-5211.

ATO's get psyched for
Ihe Un-New Year's Eve
party Friday nite and the
Beta Love, your Little
Sis's

1 f. roommate needed for
fall. K7 for bouse. Call
352-43551x352-8603

Best wishes to Cyndy and
Randy on your AX-AEPi
lavalierlng-AX's.

3 m.s to share house with
1 other for summer. ISO
mo Call Roger. 354-4014

AX's congratulate
Elaine; Golden Heart's
Presides*.

Nikkonnat camera. CaU
Jim at BG News 3722003

Kathy and Nancy, Congratulations on being
tapped by Mortar Board.
LlrL Your ADPi Slaters.

1 female roommate. 3520463 after 5
gERVKES OTTERED
Need to talk? Decisions?
Call us at EMPA for
Pregnancy aid 152-6236
M 11-1; TWR6 SO-9.30, F
y*.
Senior Portraits CALL
HAGERSHUDIO
WU1 do full time babyslttlng. 353-0756
TYPIST - Experienced In
typing dissertations.
theses, termpapers. Ph.
353-1602.
INTERESTED IN NO
FRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, The
Middle East, The Far
East, Africa, or practically aaywhere? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can kelp you find the
least expensive way for
getting what* yea waat
to go Phone us toU-free,

Jane • Congratulations on
Mortar Board tapping.
HIP! is proud of you LI
L, The Sisters.
Dave - It's more than
"cool" being your Beta
Little Diamond. So
Happy! Ann.
The Sisters of Kappa
Delta would like to COBgratulate
Denise
Oltiager and Jodl
Fletcher on being tapped
Into Mortar Board. Yon
two have all the qualifications and much more.
Tom - How could we ever
doubt you? We lose
YTFLS.
Mike - 1 didn't BEAT
around the bash when I
picked you as my TKE
Big Brother. You're the
bestesl Big I could have.
Lore, Polly.
Garage Sale. Sat. and
Sun. IM 109 Kramer

Lane
Happy Birthday Campus
Fact Line - Keep ringing
up those calls at 2-2445
BGSU Swan Club presents "Come Fly With
Me," a water show
Thursday, Friday. Saturday at 8 30 p m in Ihe
Natalortum. $150.
BUS STATION CARRY
OUT - Next to Hydraulic
Rm 500 Lehman
Randy and Cindy.
Congrats on your AEP1-A
Chi O lavaliering The
Brothers of AEPi.
KD's are psyched for Ihe
Beta!
FOR SALE
Used bike for sale Minor
repairs needed Cheap
Call 2-5556
BeaulUul young cat for
sale.
Declawed.
neutered, playful - all
shots 352-9101 after 5.
B.R R. turntable. 2
needles, (40 Watch, 2 yr.
guarantee. 6125 - will
sacrifice for $35 Call 3721236
69 Rambler 6 cyl. auto.,
radio. Good economy
car $600 CaU 354-3263

room 4 bath Avail, now.
231S. Prospect.
FIRST TIME
ADVERTISED
FALL AND SUMMER
816 Seventh Street 2 bedroom furnished, heat,
water, air cond . cablevision included-dishwasher optional FALL
RATES 4 persons $87 50
each 3 persons $79 50
each Ask about summer
rates
2 bedroom, air conditioned, carpeted, downtown. June 352-0625
Now Renting For Fall
OQtr Furn 2 bed., 2
baths. $225 mo. 3 occupants $240 mo 4 occupants 1 bed furn.. 2
adults $170 mo Prices
are for a 9 mo lease.
heal 4 water furn lower
prices for 1 year lease
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection 3524394 or l«3-9982 collect.
Nice 2 bed apis for 4
students. Furn.. a r
Summer 4 Fall rentals
with 9 mo leases and
special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 1490
(Tough Call 354-7541 or
353-3143 for information

Girl's 3 speed Huffy
Very good condition 2
1164.

APARTMENTS
RENT. 382-071.

•66 VW. Good transports
lion, new engine Call
372-5656

Apts. in bouses for 3 or 4
students Phone 352-9302
from 1-5 or 152 7365
evenings

Formica topped bar.
leather padded. Lshaped 4 feet by 12 feet
$100 or best offer.
Contact Ron Marcou.
Holiday IM.JfsMlU.

Apia and rooms near
campus. FaU and Summer rentals Phone 352
7366

10x50 Mobile home in
good condition 655-3792
1968 Monarch Mobile
Home - 10x50 - under
$4000 Call 354-9064 after
4 00M-Tb
China Hutch. 2 sofas.
wall lamps, TV-stereo
console, color TV. Call
372-2671.
10' i 50' mobile home.
Cheaper than rent. No.
132 Gypay Lane Estates
$1996 352-6065

TO

2 man furn air cond. apt.
Summer
Close to
campus. 1 til pd. 3527767
Subleasing, furn 1 bdrm.
apt
$300 for entire
summer. 352-5072
GREENV1EW APARTMENTS NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER Special
rates on 1 and 2 bedrooms or efficiencies.
Call 352-1195 between 126 p.m.

Two Oplimus - 2
speakers. Almost new.
$100.00 372-1306

Apt. lo sublet summer. 1
bdrm.. air cond , furn..
152-0000

Authentic African beadscbokeronsale 352-7868

1 bed. apt. sublease
summer; new; air cond.;
clone to campus; call 3525793 or 352-6216.

romiENT'
Person to sublet apt. for
summer. Low rate. 352TW7

Summer sublet, furn. 1
bed apt. w/a.c. Close to
campus 352-7973 after 6.

Sum qtr apt to sublet. 1
bdrm . A.C.; cable
vision, pool 352-6323 6 00
on.

1 bedroom furn. apt., air
conditioned, utilities paid
except electric. Open
May 15. 352-0765

Apt. lo sublet. 3 bdrm.
Furnished
$160 loci.
.Ulitiea 372-1371

3 bedroom bouse available summer. Low rates.
1-678-320$

Room for female student
avaU now 354-0744
Quiet, turn.. 1 bed.
Mature adults, no pets,
available now and Sept.
Call after 6 p.m 354-3971
Sublet 2 man apt. Furn .
a/c. (11111100 inc. $180
mo (Campus Manor) 21725
Male

student

Single

Rooms for rent.
North Prospect.
rates for summer
next school year.
1936

421
Low
and
353-

GREENVIEW APARTMENTS now renting efficiencies for IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY CaU
$52-1195 between 114

p.m.
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To help campus visitors

Information booths considered
By Ctrl Rtmtmy
Suit Reporter
Junes E. Hoi. vice president far public services, said
yesterday that he is investigating the possibility of establishing a campus information booth and a
campus guide service.
Hof said information
booths would be accessible
to visitors when they
entered campus
"A campus the size that
ours has now grown to needs
a service such as this." he
said
He explained that the University is considering connecting Campbell Hill Road
and the access drive
between Mercer Road and
the Stadium parking lots by
constructing a loop.
"This loop would provide
a direct entrance to the University and help relieve
traffic congestion on
Wooster Street.' Hof said
"It would bring a person to
Mercer Road, facing
Peregrine Pond, and he can
go up Wooster or Ridge
Streets from there."
He added that the information booth would

probably be located on the
loop road.
"A VISITOR could just
park his car and go to the
information booth, or we
might make it a drive-in
service, "he said
Hof said the booth may be
staffed by Campus Safety.
but he would like to hire
students to staff it on a parttime basis because "we
have some good students
we'd like to show off."
There is no target date for
the institution of the information booth plan, he said.
"The sooner we open the
booth the better, but we
want to do this right-not in a
slipshod way. Hof added.
Hof said another service
being considered is that of
student guides to give
campus tours to visitors
"Miami University (MUl
and Indiana University (IUl
have escort systems, and
Denny Grady and Mike
Wilcox have contacted them
for information about their
programs," he said.
Hof added that students
could serve as greeters,
hosts and hostesses in
addition to serving as
guides

Assistant sought for Wilcox
Applications for assistant to the student representative to
the Board of Trustees are available in 405 Student Services
Bldg
The student chosen for the position will be required to
attend all Board of Trustees and Student Government
Association meetings In addition, the student must post and
hold office hours, and assist Mike Wilcox. junior (B.A.I and
student representative to the Board of Trustees
Applications, due Friday. May 3, should be returned to 40t
Student Services Bldg

He said he wants an "elite
corps of students." with
competition for perhaps 20
positions as guides.
"We should get enough
people so we can rotate
them so that no one Is
overworked." Hof said
The service would
probably be volunteer. Hof
said
"The campus guide
position at MU carries a lot
of prestige." he added
HE SAID the students
would have to be well versed
on campus functions and
activities
"Students tell the story
better and they are more

refreshing to talk to." Hof
said. "They are the best
salesmen we have.''
Hof also described some
of the services the proposed
Alumni Center will offer to
campus visitors
He explained that the
Alumni Center, in addition
to orienting campus tours,
could also offer visual tours
through its audio-visual
center.
"Many alumni are lost on
campus. This the Alumni
Center) will serve as their
home away from home."
Hof said
He added that the center,
to be located on Mercer
Road across from Peregrine
Pond, will serve students,

North Sea talk
The
exploration,
geology and potential of
the North Sea will be the
topic of a speech at 6
p.m. Tuesday.
Colin Wilkinson, regional geologist with the
Phillips Petroleum
Company, will talk in 69
Overman Hall.

nine men and three women
jurors in ringing tones, "no
matter who you are. how big
or how small That oath is
the cornerstone of our
judicial system."
When Wing completed his
6:.- hiMii final summation,
which he had begun
Wednesday. Mitchell's
lawyer. Peter Fleming Jr..
asked for a mistrial,
because of
'repeated
characterizations of the
defendants as liars "
Judge Lee P Gagliardi
denied the motion. Then he
launched into a 137-page
charge to the jury. He
advised them on the points
of law to consider in
reaching their verdict, after
first telling them: "You are
to perform this final duty in
an atmosphere of complete
calm and impartiality "
MITCHELL. 60. and
Stans. 66. are accused of a
conspiracy to obstruct a
massive Securities and

Student displays art work
An art exhibit of works by Marcia Keith, senior (Ed ), will
be displayed in the Amani Room now through May 30
The display includes drawings Keith created during the
past three years. This is the third exhibit she has
participated in while a University shudent.
Most of the works are black-oriented drawings. She also
has created a silver necklace which is on display.

SAN FRANCISCO lAP) A federal judge issued a preliminary injunction yesterday to halt the widespread
stopping oi young blacks in
the controversial Operation
Zebra search for the killer
or killers of 12 whites
U.S. District Court Judge
Alfonso Zirpoli issued the
injunction after hearing
arguments by civil liberties
groups that the week-old
police practice was
unconstitutional and a
violation of black men's
rights.
The judge said no one may
be stopped in the hunt for
the killer unless there is

Exchange Commission
fraud investigation into the
corporate empire of
international financier
Robert L. Vesco
The government charges
it was an influence-peddling
scheme paid for by Vesco's
secret 1200.000 cash contribution to President Nixon's
1972 re-election campaign
The pair are jointly
charged with one count of
conspiracy and two of
obstructing justice, plus six
separate counts each of
perjury The maximum
penalty attached to all
counts is 45 years in federal
prison.
"Each cour^t must be
considered
separately."
Gagliardi instructed the
jury
The historic case moved
toward its climax on a
bright, unseasonably cool
day. the wind of April
whining outside the firstfloor courtroom in
Manhattan's downtown
Foley Square. It had begun
in the cruel throes of winter
last Feb 19
THE DEFENDANTS at
the end were in pretty much
the same posture as they
had been at the outset
Mitchell's chair was tilted
on its rear legs and he

I

J

*

*

* Attention Women Interested *

*

B,ht-yc «M uwn
B^Wwwi eff DoHos,
Texas, had a gajn—I
energy criab wMe
reler skating So (he
thought of a sahirksn,
and rigged her. iwn
taM le take advantage
ef wind power. (AP
WWephota)

Hof said that he tried to
organize a Student Advisory
Committee to Public
Services this year, and will
work to expand this
program next year
>l

He said the committee
would present student ideas
and gripes

Judge stops Zebra search method
other independent evidence,
such as conduct, which
creates a reasonable
suspicion that the person is
committing a crime.
The injunction also
prohibits searching or
frisking any person solely
because he appears to fit the
composite sketch oi the
Zebra killer.
Zirpoli agreed that revised
guidelines issued by Police
Chief Donald Scott earlier in
the day included detailed
constitutional safeguards.
BUT THE judge said. "An
injunction is necessary in
the interests of public
tranquility."

AAitchell-Stans case nears end
NEW YORK (AP) The
criminal conspiracy case
against former Atty. Gen.
John N. Mitchell and
onetime
Commerce
Secretary Maurice H. Stans
neared a federal court jury
yesterday,
after a
government official called
the former cabinet
colleagues "liars under
oath, not just once, not just
twice, but many times "
"The law says you cannot
lie under oath. Asst. U.S.
Atty John Wing told the

faculty and business groups
in addition to alumni.
"Business groups could
use the center for their
meetings and use campus
facilities for pleasure." he
said
"By acquainting these
people with Bowling Green
we might turn them into
contributors-it's good PR
(public relations) for
Bowling Green.'' he added

In Sorority Open Rush!

*

Register Now In Rm. 440
Student Services Bldg.

rocked slowly back and forth
from time to time. Stans sat
more stiffly in his seat at a
separate defense table

The case involves lawsuits
filed by the NAACP and the
American Civil Liberties
Union challenging the order
by Mayor Joseph Alioto that
police stop and search
blacks who fit the
description of the man or
men authorities say have
killed 12 whites and wounded
six others in random
shootings since last
November About 600 men
have been stopped since last
Wednesday
Earlier. Police Chief
Donald Scott told Zirpoli
that a set of revised
guidelines for the Zebra
dragnet had been put into
effect that include a
provision that police
observe a man's appearance
and demeanor before they
stop him. Under the
guidelines an oflicer could
not use a baton or other
weapon during such a stop
unless he were threatened

physically
At the first hearing
Wednesday, Chief Police
Inspector Charles A. Barca
said the Operation Zebra
dragnet was being curtailed
drastically after failing to
produce clues in six days oi
searches He said police
would only stop men "acting
out of the ordinary."
THIRTY-TWO MEN were
stopped
by
police
Wednesday night, about hall
the number questioned the
previous night a police
spokesman said
Police have said at least
two and possibly four
persons are involved in the
shootings, code-named
Zebra after the radio
channel used in the
investigation.
In addition to requesting
an end to the searches, the
suits raised objections to the
police practice of issuing
field interrogation cards to

FLAMING

MAI TAI WEEKEND!
Thursday. Friday. Saturday
8 ■ 12:30
At The

REDWOOD
160 N. MAIN

You must have a 2.2 accum. and cannot have
pledged an N.P.C. sorority during the past
year.

tAAAAAAA*

new guidelines such field
interrogation cards would be
sealed and kept for four
years and then destroyed
Before being sealed, the
cards are to be kept for 60
days for possible checks.

Walk With Christ —
And You'll Never Walk Alone!
CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH
Phone -352-4197
252 S. Main St., Bowting Green
So*! Bad* IMI u ■ Mi| MMl art Hit COM Ml IB
FOR PERSONAL COUNSEL SEE
JOHN ALAN KRUEQEH, PASTOR
805 Kioto Rd, Phone 352-3545
Or Call CHRISTLINE, 352-0379

COMPLETE
SUMMER LINE
OF WOMEN'S
SANDALS
featuring...

CONNIE'S, BASS,
DUNHAMS, ETC.
PRICED FROM

$599
NOW AVAILABLE AT

Have we got
something
great fop you!

Chopped
Steak
Dinner
$
1J69

It's o bis chopped steak. Huge and
hearty. And juicy the way chopped
steak ought to be. With it a baked potato, tossed salad and roll. The whole

OPEN RUSH STARTS
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
AND LASTS
THROUGH FRIDAY, MAY 10

blacks when an officer felt
that more than casual
questioning was needed The
suit charged such cards
gave those questioned a
police record.
Scott said that under the

dinner for $1.69. Big, delicious, and

NEW STORE HOURS
MON. & FRI. - 10-9
TUES., WED., THUR., SAT. 10-6

niki's booteru 7
I I prfM) hitMlf r<wmrnand«nmrniIV

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
II!
PREFERRED PROPERTIES

Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL

a bargain.

POHDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE
EAST WOOSTER ST.
Across From The Football Stadium

FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.
"Cablevision Available"

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378
10-5 DAILY

AAAAAJ
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Spikers attempt to defend title
By Jerry Mtiek
What a difference one
year can make
Last spring, a talented
crew of Falcon spikers, led
by Olympic gold medalist
Dave Wottle. traveled to
Des Moines. Iowa and set an
American record of 16:19.6
to win the four-mile relay at
the Drake Relays
Only half of that recordsetting quintet returns as

BG enters the Drake Relays
this weekend trying to
regain some stature after
losing a first-place spot in
two relays last weekend.
The Falcon thinclads have
split forces again for their
last relay events ol the
season.
In addition to Drake, one
of the largest track carnivals in the nation, the

Falcons will run at the Ball
State Relays in Muncie, Ind.
Non-qualifiers
from
the
Drake meet will travel to
Ball State to run tomorrow
afternoon
DECATHALON
com
petitor Ron Weber and head
coach Mel Brodt left
Tuesday for Drake
Decathalon action ended late
yesterday, but no results
were available at press

time
Today's events start at 10
am with tomorrow's action
beginning at 1 p m. Joining
Weber at Drake are BG
hurdle ace and team captain
Dave Fegley and Tim
LoDico, Craig Macdonald.
Tom Preston. Don See,
Brian Storm and Ron
Taylor.
Indiana. Notre Dame and
Purdue
top the field

tomorrow as 21 colleges
from five stales compete in
the fifth annual Bail State
Relays. Field events start at
12 30 p.m. and running
events begin at 1 p.m.
Seniors Marvin Anderson.
Rick Schnittker and Jim
Spiers.
along
with
sophomore Lew Maclin. record-holder in the triple
jump, head the Falcons at
Ball State.

Face Hurons, Chippewas

Diamondmen journey north
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon baseball crew
will journey north this
weekend to play two doubleheaders in their second
straight week of Mid-American Conference I MAC I
competition.
Eastern Michigan will
provide the opposition today
when the BG nine roll into
Ypsilanti, Mich
for a 1
p.m twin-bill The Falcons
and the Hurons have 2-2
MAC records

-*>
If
-Jl
fll/lOIGl

Falcon hurdler Day* FegUy loomi ever a barrier during earlier
»o»n action against Central Michigan. Fegley will be
partitipaling in the Drake Relays this weekend with other
member* of the Falcon track erew. (Newiphoto by Carl Seid).

O PORTS
PogeS

Women tracksters host
quadrangular session
Bowling Green's women's
track team will appear in
their lone home meet of the
season tomorrow, hosting
three schools in the BG
Women* Track Invitational
at WhitUker Field
The Falcon women are
favored lo win the meet

after posting wins over two
of the compeling learns.
Miami and Obeilin earlier
this spring The strength Ol
the lourlh team. Slippery
Hock, is questionable saul
coach Cathy Buell.
' Competition in the five
field events begins al 10 45

Golf appreciation week
The
University Gol!
Course has designated next
week as Golf Course
Appreciation Week
Faculty, staff and
students may play nine holes
for 75 cents and 18 tor Jl
from 8 am until 4 p.m
Monday through ThursdayClub members can play for
free Players must present
IDs

A dozen golf balls will be
awarded daily to the low
scorer among faculty stall
and student goiters Player!
must have an attest on their
score sheet in order to be
eligible for the prize
A set ol clubs will be
rallied off with tickets
selling at 50 cents each or
three for 11
Golf lettermen are
ineligible to play lor prizes

a in with the finals in the II
running events at 11 30 a.m.
Buell cited the BG s
as its
"cohesiveness'
strongest point, and added
that this year's squad has
broken more than five
school records
l-'.n llei this year, the
Falcon women won the AllOhio-Bm-k i- Anna
Invitational, edging powerhouse
Ohio State lor the title Last
weekend, they placed
second to OSI in the Indiana
State Invitational

Aaron
ATLANTA (API - Hank
Aaron's 718th lifetime home
run. a two-run shot in the
seventh inning, rallied the
Atlanta Braves to a 3-2
victory over the Pittsburgh
Pirates last night

in home contests
It's Falcon Quadrangle
time on the Bowling Green
tennis courts this weekend
Coach Bob Gill's freshmandominated
netters will
attempt to make a big move
towards a 500 record when
Mercyhursl College. Wayne
State and Ball State swing
into town
The Falcons. 4 8. will host
Mercyhursl at 2 p.m today
and entertain Wayne State
at 9 30 a m and Ball State
at 2p in tomorrow
Mercyhursl. a recent
replacement for Marshall, is
an outstanding small college
tennis power The Erie.
Penn . school defeated 11
major colleges last year,
and returns most of its '73
squad
Coach Bob Gill is aware of
Mercyhursl's small college
prestige, and pointed out
some uncertainties about
this
weekend's
three
opponents
"MERCYHURST COULD
give us some trouble.' said
Gill "And Wayne's No. I
man beat our first singles
man Tom Light voet 11973
MAC No 1 winnen two
years in a row and we could

Unbeaten stickers face Ashland
ByDaaGarlield
Aislslant Sports Editor
Label the Bowling Green
lacrosse team the 'Terror
of the Midwest'" After us
sixth
straight
win
Wednesday over Michigan
State. 8-0. the Falcons will
attempt to make Ashland
College their seventh
victim, at 2 p.m . tomorrow
at Ashland

BG is lied with Ohio
Wesleyan lor the top spot in
the
Midwest
Lacrosse
Association |MLA1 with a 4Omark
Ashland i4-4>. has lost
three of lour league games
this season Lasl yeai the
Eagles lost a 9 6 decision to
BG at Doyt L Perry Field
Coach Mickey Cochrane
foresees a tougher battle

Judger captures
Blue Grass Stakes
LEXINGTON. Ky IAPI Seth
Hancock's
Judger.
coming from nearly last
place, scored an easy
victory in the 165,550 Blue
Grass Stakes yesterday at
Keeneland, stamping
himself as a prime
Kentucky Derby favorite.
Seeming to lack the will to
run down the backstretch
the Florida Derby winner
was more than 75 yards
behind the pace-setting
Satan's Hills and Big Latch
Bat when jockey Laffitt
Plncay Jr. called for speed
In the turn for home, Judger

passed horses easily and
drew away at the finish
Everett Lowraace's Big
Latch finished second, with
WF and J P Wumot's Gold
And Myrrh third hi the field
of 14.
Little Current, the
Everglade* winner, and
third choice la the betting in
the Bine Gram, was fourth
The Blue Grass, nine days
before America's most
famous race, has produced
eight Derby winners in Ihe
past 12 years, more than any
other prep for the big race at
Churchill Downs

THE SECOND consider
ation for the BG diamond
men this weekend will be the
caliber of competition
Eastern and Central
Michigan are two teams far
out of the
"pushover"
category In addition, the
nature of MAC baseball play
adds additional pressure
The conlerence schedule
does not designate a home

Netters meet three

The BG New^J
Friday, April 26, 1974

TOMORROW, the Falcon
land
contingent
113-7
overall I will travel to Mount
Pleasant. Mich . to play one
of the Midwest's toughest
teams, not to mention the
MAC Central Michigan will
meet the Falcons for a 1
p.m doubleheader
The tough Chippewas
boast a 10-4 overall mark

and stand 3-1 in the MAC.
The four-game weekend
looms as an important one
for coach Don Purvis' team
Winning games will not
come easy for two reasons.
Baseball games away
from home are simply tough
assignments. Adjusting to
different infield surfaces
and outfield areas is the first
matter of business for the
visiting crew A strange
diamond can work against
the opposition- namely for
the Falcons

tomorrow with the Eagles,
than the Falcons encountered with Michigan State. He
said Ashland has a fine
goalie and some exceptional
altackin.ii
"Their goalie Joe Susano
is an adequate blocker."
said Cochrane
He is big.
huge and blocks the cage
well with his body He had 18
saves on us last year, but
being bulky, he cuts down
the ball well
They have exceptional
attackmen in freshman Bill
Brezvoski who has 18 goals
this season Hich Ferrari
and Jeff Dunning are also
good scorers.'' he added

changes in the Falcons
style of play Although the
offense had trouble putting
together goal-scoring combinations at MSI", he doesn't
expect the Eagles to try a
tricky zone defense on them
too
"It took us too long to
score against Michigan
State." he said All we had
to do was lo set up in four
corners and work the ball in
But we bunched around the
net and no one was open for
a shot." said Cochrane "We
aren't having trouble
scoring this year, so I don't
see any need to make any
offensive changes

ASHLAND HAS had its
ups and downs this season
Cochrane said that Ashland
is in its fourth year of
varsity lacrosse and is
making
steady
improvement.
"Ashland lost a pair of
one-pointers to Ohio State
and Kenyon
They beat
Wooster. and lost 9-5 to
Demson, ' said Cochrane
"They have eight or nine
very fine players this year."
The BG coach added that
he will not make any drastic

Volleyball

be in for a supnse again at
that spot,
he said Ball
State will probably give BG
the st if test test this weekend
because of its balanced
squad throughout the top
singles and
doubles
positions
GARFIFI.lt

and limiie set up like the
basketball schedule
In
other words, this is the only
chance BG will have to play
the Michigan clubs this
year The MAC slate will not
give the Falcons the chance
to play either team in BG.
Consequently the Falcons
must play for all the
marbles this weekend
In addition, the Falcon

LYNCH was a unanimous
all-MAC pick last season as
he batted 424 and cracked
seven homers Both stats
topped the conference last
year The junior is off to
another fine start this year
He is batting 316 and has

smashed three home runs
The pitching assignments
remain undecided for this
weekend Most of the Falcon
staff should see action in the
four encounters. Likely
starters include Kip Young
Dan Hebel. Ric Richmond
and Mike Frilling Jerry
Shupe and Gary Turner
should see action in the
designated hitter s spot in
the BG lineup

NFL initiates changes;
rules promote offense
NEW YORK (API
The
National Football League
will institute sudden death
overtime as one of several
rule changes for the 1974
season. Commissioner Pete
Kozelle
announced
yesterday
The overtimes will be
limited to 15 minutes and il
neither team scores within
that lime the game will end
as a tie Other changes will
affect
the kicking and
passing game as the NFL
owners moved to add
offense
Kickoffs will be from the
35-yard line and the goal
posts will move from the
goal line to the end line

Missed held goals will be
returned to the line of
scrimmage or the 20-yard
line, whichever is tarther
from the goal line
Those
changes
are
expected to cut down on the
number ol field goals, a
matter constant complaint
among critics ol the game
IN AN EFFORT to allow
wide receivers a better
pportumty to get down held
• league will eliminate
roll blocking and cutting ol
wide receivers and restrict
Ihe extent ol downfield
contact
a delendei
is
permitted to have with
eligible receivers
In another kicking game

change, the NFL decided
that members ol the team
kicking from scrimmagepunting or attempting a field
goal cannot cross the line of
scrimmage until the ball is
kicked
The penalty for offensive
holding, illegal use of hands
and tripping will be reduced
from 15 yards lo 10 yards
when the infraction occurs,
in the area of the line of
scrimmage and three yards

beyond
Another change affects
blocking
Wide receivers
blocking hack toward the
ball three yards from the
line ol scrimmage cannot
block below the waist

Falcon Invitational this weekend

Linksters vie for crown
By Dick Rees
Staff Writer
A challenge is staring 11
college golf teams right in
the eye. How well they
respond to the challenge will
be determined alter 36 holes
of golf are played this
weekend
The Falcons are on top
and the others will have to
struggle to dethrone them
Bowling Green has tradition
on its side and the home
course advantage
The annual Falcon Invitational gets underway at
11:30 a in today on the
University golf course when
11 teams will try to end BG s
four-year reign as victors.
SCHOOLS ENTERED are
Miami. Ohio University,
Kent State. Toledo, Central
Michigan,
Eastern
Michigan. Northern Illinois.
Ashland. Ohio Wesleyan.

Wooster and DePauw The
Falcon ' B" team also will
participate

Blake Watt and Kent Stale's
Herb Page and Mike
Morrow

Miami appears to be the
top contender The Redskins
have finished ahead ofBG in
three tourneys this season
Northern Illinois, boasting
the MACs top linksman.
Mike Soli who owns a 74.0
average, is also highlyregarded

Page and Morrow tied for
second
place
among
individuals in last year's
meet

"WE
EXPECT
the
toughest competition from
both Miami and Northern,"
Piper said earlier in the
week "It will be interesting
to see if OU can bounce
back "

The front nine holes of the
University course will be
used for the tourney The
best five scores from each
team will be used to make
up the team total for that
round
WALTERS. WHO leads
the Falcons with a 77 6

average, will head the BG
varsity contingent
Mark
McConnell (78 11. John
Stewart
(78.7). Steve
Mossing
(78 7).
Bob
Belmonte (800i and Jim
Smith 181 2) will round out
the Falcon squad, which
owns a 28-17 record this
season
Freshman Jim Decker
will lead the Falcon "B"
team, which also includes
Tom Cooper. Mark Butler.
Mike Suba. Bob Smith and
Kay Ameen
The final round will start
at 8 30 a m tomorrow

Belkin Productions Present:

BG's Ken Walters, who
will be working lo keep his
individual
crown,
will
receive tough competition
from Soli. Toledo's Ted
Ossoff. Miami's Chip Montgomery and Dave DeRosa.
Ohio's Brian Webb and

SUNDAY, MAY 12th
7:30 p.m.

"THE BEACH BOYS"
(other act to be announced)
at the

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
$5.50 Advance
$6 00 Day of Show
General Admission tickets Available At:
Toledo Sports Arena. Masonic Auditorium
Bowling Green Finders Records

Attention Bowlers
Sunday Feature...

The Bowling Green volleyball team 15-61 will host
Midwest Intercollegiate
Volleyball
Association
(MIVA) leader Ball State at
7 30 tonight in Anderson
Arena
The Falcons also will host
the MIVA All-Star match
tomorrow The club division
stars will start at 1:30 p.m.
with
varsity
action
beginning at 330p.m.

pitchers will have to deal
with one of the nation s top
players
in
Central
Michigan's Terry Lynch

The Spaghetti Bowl
As low as '1.59
Imagine, your choice of four tantalizing spaghetti dinners, including our Roman Salad Bar where you build
it yourself (as much as you want), an oven-Warm garlic roll, and fancy Parmesan cheese!

1111E. Wooster la The Stadium PUsa
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Women s
lest Bal
May 2
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EVERY THURSDAY

.

Couples
Dutch Doubles
May 23
Both $4.00 team
trophies given
for 1st. 2nd & 3rd

© O
IN MAY

U
A
O
Men's

lest hi
May 9 & 16
$5.00 team
Quarantsed

First Price $50.00
Cadi
2nd $2000 • 3rd $10.00

Biggest Campus Tourney

